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This study was aimed to find out the used of strategies used by English 
teacher to teach vocabulary. for those who are learning English, it is essential to 
learn about vocabulary mastery in order they can use it to communicate and to 
express their ideas, opinions, thoughts by using words, sentences, paragraphs 
through written form without having face to face with other people directly. The 
design of this research in qualitative descriptive. This research was conducted in 
Genta English course. The students were 10 students. It consist of 9 female and 1 
male. To know the result of the student activity, the researcher used observation 
checklist, field note and interview. Teacher strategies in teaching vocabulary is the 
ways or steps that help learners to learning vocabulary by acting one of the 
strategies as steps formula, so that strategy become a facility which increasing 
learners understanding in learning vocabulary. It means use the strategies is good 
in teaching vocabulary.  
  




The student not only can study English at school, but also they learn English 
in non-formal education. The purpose of non-formal education is to complete, to 
change, and to add the student’s knowledge that they ever or never get from 
formal education. Moreover, some people who want to get job and best education 
in the future actually take non-formal education to increase their English ability. 
Non-formal education is any organized and systematic activity, outside the school 
system, conducted independently or the important part of the larger activity that is 
intentionally made to serve the specific student to get the goal of their study. In 
this era non-formal education that can help the students to get the different 
teaching and learning process from formal education that they get at the school. 
There are four skills that should be mastered by students in learning English. 
They are speaking, listening, reading, and writing. Besides the four English skills, 
to support the mastery of the four language skills the students should have well 
understanding of English component such as vocabulary, pronunciation, and 
grammar. Vocabulary as one of English component is very important to learn. 
Before the students master the four skills they have to know 13 some vocabularies 
to support them in learning English. Richard (2005:5) says that vocabulary is core 
component of listening, speaking, reading and writing. Vocabulary is very 
important to be learnt by the students who want to master a language.  
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Four main research questions were addressed in this study:  
1. How is the preparation of the strategies used by English teacher to teach 
vocabulary at Genta English course? 
a. Curriculum   
b. Syllabus  
c. Lesson plan   
d. Method   
e. Media   
 
2. How is the implementation of the strategies used by English teacher to teach 
vocabulary at Genta English course Pare-Kediri in the terms of :  
a. Pre- Teaching   
b. Whilst Teaching   
c. Post- Teaching   
 
3. How is the students’ response after learning vocabulary?  
4. How is the evaluation of strategies used by English teacher to teach vocabulary 
at Genta English course? 
 
METHODOLOGY  
This research uses descriptive qualitative as research design. The 
qualitative research design is natural research that purpose conjugate 
phenomenon which happens and it is done by involving the various taught 
method. In this study the researcher made instrument to find problem. The 
research did observation, interview, and documentation. The observation was 
done during the class, it’s from start until the end of class. The interview was 
conducted with the director, tutor and student. The researcher collected the 
documentation need in research.   
Here, the research describes four aspects regarding the strategies used by 
English teacher to teach vocabulary at at Genta English Course. It was classified 
below: (1) teaching preparation of strategies used by English teacher to teach 
Vocabulary at Genta English Course, (2) implementation of strategies used by 
English teacher to teach vocabulary at Genta English Course, (3) student’s 
response after learning vocabulary, (4) evaluation of strategies used by English 
teacher to teach vocabulary.  
 
RESULT OF STUDY  
After all results of instruments are collected, it shows that there are several 
things can describe the result of this study.  
1. The teacher’s preparation of strategies used by English teacher to teach 
vocabulary at Genta English Course (curriculum, syllabus, lesson plan, method 
and media). Based on research findings the discussion was about in teaching 
vocabulary at Genta English Course. It contained the curriculum and syllabus, 
media, method and source. The discussion as followed:   
a. Curriculum. Based on findings that Genta English Course did not have a 
curriculum as their teaching guide as like in formal education because they 
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thought that curriculum was not important for the Non formal education and 
it will be disturb the teaching process. They are focus on how to make the 
student understood the lesson easily and happy. 
b. Syllabus. Based on the finding Genta English have own standard syllabus. It 
only for standars. Genta English course was focus on how to make the 
student understand which was helped by tutor in there. For Genta English 
course syllabus is not need because it is Non formal education.  
c. Lesson Plan. Based on the finding Genta English have own standard lesson 
plan. Genta English course was focus on how to make the student 
understand which was helped by tutor in there. For Genta English course 
lesson plan is not need because it is Non formal education. 
d. Method. Based on the findings Genta English course used discussing in 
their teaching. The teacher gave some topics that related with module. In the 
next day the topics was discuss in class one by one with repeated word itself 
to make student clear and understand. It could be 2 until 3 time to make the 
student memorize correctly. Sometimes teacher asked the student one by 
one. 
e. Media. Based on the findings Genta English Course in teaching vocabulary 
used media instead of white-board, marker, dictionary and oxford. The 
white-board for making the student wrote all about the vocabulary they got. 
The teacher wrote a word that the student did not understand the meaning. 
Dictionary was for looking for meaning and oxford for looking for how to 
read the vocabulary correctly.  
 
2. The Implementation of Strategies used by English teacher to Teach Vocabulary 
at Genta English course. Based on the finding, it found the teacher 
implementation of strategies used by English teacher to teach vocabulary at 
Genta English course is including 3 points, they are method, media and 
sources.  
 
3. The Student Response after Learning Vocabulary. Based on the findings, the 
student response after learning vocabulary: 
a. The students were very enthusiastic to follow the lesson. It can be seen from 
how their bravely came forward to mention vocabulary that the teacher 
gave.  
b. The students were very enthusiastic to follow the lesson but a little bored 
when the teacher asked them to memorize the vocabulary words. 
 
4. The evaluation of strategies used by English teacher to teach vocabulary. Based 
on the findings, the evaluation of strategies used by English teacher to teach 
vocabulary is they tend to adjust to the condition of their students ability. Gave 
the students a correct and understandable explanation, gave additional 
assignments (homework), assessed their students vocabulary every meeting or 
at least once in week. Tutor often ask one by one of the students to come 
forward and practice their memorizing that related with the topic, explain 
something or mention some vocabulary what they have been got. The teacher 
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always give evaluation about the material that has been practice, remind the 




Based on the research finding there are some conclusion, they are:   
1. The teacher preparation in teaching vocabulary was fair because the course 
does not have curriculum but they have a standard curriculum itself, and for 
syllabus, lesson plan, method and media, this institution have it but it will be 
change once a week for reveal.   
2. The implementation of strategies used by English teacher to teach vocabulary 
was good it can be seen in the pre teaching has been accordance with standard 
of learning process, whilst teaching has been good, the teacher can implied the 
strategies correctly, and in the post teaching has been good, the teacher held 
formative evaluation.  
3. Student response after learning vocabulary is very enthusiastic, 10 students 
from 15 student follow the lesson even they sometimes they feel bored because 
they should memorize the lesson but day by day they can enjoy it and feel 
challenged   
4. Evaluation of teacher strategies to teach vocabulary was good because the 
student ability and score increase long by long. They got certificate if they can 
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